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The MERIT Profile is not a pass/fail assessment but rather a source of information designed to
support selection, development and succession planning decisions. The end user accepts all
responsibility to apply this information according to applicable laws and organizational procedures
and responsible use includes consideration of all other relevant aspects of an individual's
qualifications, such as prior experience, education and specific skills. RemoteLink, Future
Achievement International and Precision Human Development along with their agents or partners
accept no liability for incidental or consequential damages resulting from the inappropriate use of this
material.
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Taylor likes to be in charge, to lead, to manage, to direct. In that regard Taylor needs things done quickly, on time.
But, Taylor also wants things done right. Thus, this person wants both "high production" and near "flawless
performance."
Taylor can be assertive and direct, when productivity is needed, or perceptive and critical when quality is required.
This person seems to have both the vision for future needs and the ability to concentrate on the needs of the day.
Taylor tends to be curious about what could be, tomorrow, with the motivation and drive to get as much done as
possible today.
This person is proactive in one sense--Taylor likes to originate, organize and innovate. But, in another sense, Taylor
can be held hostage to conventional standards, organizational policy, or rules and regulations, resulting in
hesitation or delays to make sure things are accomplished according to those exact standards.
Taylor is probably friendly, cordial and poised around people, but also may maintain enough distance to command
respect.
Taylor appreciates the approval of others as long as it is sincere. Taylor respects people who are honest,
trustworthy and objective. But, this person has little use for people who try to make good impressions with flattery or
are pretentious or overly impressed with themselves.
Taylor tends to be impatient with people and situations that impede progress. This person is a doer and a driver.
Taylor is fast-paced and hates to wait. When issues need to be discussed, Taylor likes to get to the bottom line
early, but this person also can accept, and seems to need, many of the details, as well. Taylor may become
annoyed with people who speak in generalizations or get onto tangents that are not directly related to the topic.
This person probably has the ability to base most decisions on feelings at the moment; Taylor tends to be "intuitive."
But, soon after Taylor makes a decision, the facts are needed as confirmation that the decision was the right one.
Taylor is competitive, needs to WIN! Taylor hates to lose or to be embarrassed.
This person's natural curiosity keeps them tuned in to new, interesting challenges that require their particular skills
and participation. Taylor may try to be assertive, to become involved, to meet and overcome a new challenge, then
may check and re-check with superiors to ensure that the best decision was made.
This person has plenty of energy to accomplish whatever they set out to do. Taylor tends to put a lot of energy into
initiating projects or getting them started, then may spend time and energy nurturing them along, even by hands-on,
personal assistance.
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Key Interview Question: You probably prefer to take charge of things in some situations
and I imagine you'll work quite hard at getting results when you have that opportunity. Tell
me a little bit about how you decide when you should lead and when you might be willing to
follow.
Look For: These individuals appear to have a moderate need to be in charge. Try to
determine just how much risk they are willing to take and how they weigh decisions about
when to direct versus follow. This person's ultimate potential will likely be tied to their
perception of risk.
Development Need: Since this individual already has some attraction to leadership
opportunities, your best approach to their development will be to continue challenging them
with bigger goals coupled with good measurement and consistent feedback.
Key Interview Question: You appear to have a desire to grow and achieve your potential.
What are some of your personal qualities that you think will help you achieve that potential?
Look For: A person's potential is often only limited by their failure to recognize their
strengths and cultivating them to their highest level. Look for Taylor's ability to see these
strengths and put them to good use in the present so that they can be maximized.
Development Need: Taylor has a moderate appreciation for personal strengths and
development needs. Becoming more successful in the future will require a more conscious
effort to address the development needs. It would be helpful to give Taylor regular and
constructive feedback to help with this process.
Key Interview Question: Give me some examples of obstacles you have faced and
overcome that perhaps others may have given up on.
Look For: Many people have a particular type of circumstance they would like to avoid due
to past negative experiences. Try to understand where this may be true for Taylor and how
that circumstance is handled when encountered.
Development Need: Taylor may at times avoid or overlook negative news in an attempt to
keep positive. This could result in decision-making without due consideration of all relevant
facts.

Key Interview Question: What do you normally do in situations where your personal values
are challenged and the decisions of a group you are part of are influenced by the convictions
of others?
Look For: Taylor appears to have an average level of commitment to strong, personal
convictions. Look for signs that indicate what may cause Taylor to take a firm position on
certain things, or on the other hand, back down and let the convictions of others prevail.
Development Need: Consider placing Taylor in some situations where it becomes apparent
that getting to the next career level may require taking a more firm stand on certain things.
Support Taylor in the process of learning when is the right time to stand firm and when is the
right time to defer to others.
Key Interview Question: You appear to have developed some clear goals for your life. Do
you see yourself as being more goal oriented than others and, if so, what difference is that
making in your success in life?
Look For: Healthy goal-orientation is a positive step towards achieving important things in
life. Make an effort to understand how Taylor grapples with failure to achieve these goals at
times.
Development Need: Taylor's sense of mission and purpose may result in some rigidity with
people who are not like-minded. Give Taylor opportunities to help others develop similar
levels of goal-orientation.
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Key Interview Question: What are some of the ways you try to balance out your attention to
all important areas of life?
Look For: Taylor's responses indicate that there is some tendency toward imbalance so
determine what those areas are and try to understand if Taylor has sound thinking in terms of
how to address the imbalance.
Development Need: Taylor will ultimately be most effective at work and personal life
balance if attention is given to all areas. Taylor should strive to give specific focus to any life
dimension that may be currently beginning to slip before that area noticeably suffers from
lack of attention.

Key Interview Question: How do you typically decide whether or not another person
deserves your help?
Look For: Taylor's level of caring for others appears to be determined by circumstances.
Explore what those conditions might be.
Development Need: Help Taylor see the potential benefits of a more overt pattern of caring
about other people. Perhaps Taylor needs to be less concerned about getting something in
return.

Key Interview Question: Could you give me some examples of things you have stronger
convictions about and how those convictions are demonstrated by the choices you make?
Look For: Evaluate the depth of Taylor's convictions and their relevance to the
circumstances where Taylor may be interacting with people. Challenge Taylor's underlying
assumptions where that is appropriate.
Development Need: Help Taylor find some balance between the expression of personal
convictions and a willingness to respect the thinking of other people.

Key Interview Question: How do you make decisions regarding changing direction when
something important to you is not progressing as planned?
Look For: Taylor appears to have moderate critical thinking skills. Listen for indications that
Taylor knows how to apply those skills to making decisions regarding adapting to
circumstances.
Development Need: There may be one or more areas where Taylor tends to persist in a
direction instead of recognizing the need to consider alternatives. Help Taylor see this
pattern and learn to adapt.

Key Interview Question: What kinds of challenges do you feel most confident tackling?
What do you think these types of situations have in common that make them appealing to
you?
Look For: Taylor probably gravitates to one type of challenge over another. It may be a
preference for tasks and processes or challenges related to people. Make an effort to
understand Taylor's strengths and weaknesses in this regard.
Development Need: Taylor may tend to give up at times in the face of certain obstacles.
Understand what they are and give Taylor an opportunity to learn how to handle those
situations.
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